In the special case X = 5 = (l, 1, 1, • • • ), the elements of .4(X) =.4 (5) reduce to ank = e~"nk/k! The matrix A (8) is the discrete Borel sequenceto-sequence transform which has been studied by Gaier [3] and
Meyer-Konig and Zeller [7] .
In §2 the regularity of the matrix A(K) is investigated and a theorem concerning the summability of Taylor series by -4(X) is considered. In §3 the ^4(X)-summability of series of Legendre polynomials is studied. These results are believed to be new even in the case X = 5. In §4 a theorem concerning the approximation properties of a class of positive linear operators, defined on C[0, b] which are associated with A (X) is proved.
These operators are generalizations of operators which have been studied by Szasz [8] where f(0) =z+(z*-l)1'2 cos <f> and t(u) =t+(t2-l)1'2 cosh u. (The branch of (z2 -l)112 is chosen so that z+(z2 -I)112 lies outside the unit circle.)
Let {sn(z, t)} be defined by
It is known [9, Chapter XV] that {s"(z, t)} converges to l/(t -z) if t is in the interior of the ellipse with foci ± 1 which passes through t.
The following theorem shows that, under certain conditions, {sn(z, t)} is ^4(X)-summable to l/(t -z) in a larger region. Then {sn(z, t)} is A(\)-summable to l/(t -z) if zER(t, ex., fi).
Proof. It follows from the Christoffel formula [9, Chapter XV] that
where
It follows from (2), (3), and (5) that
So if {(r"(z, /)} denotes the ^4(X)-transform of {sn(z, t)}, it follows from (4), (5) and (6) Hence, lim,,^ a"(z, t) = l/(f-z) if lim,,-^ hn(z, t) =0.
It is not difficult to see that /o/o° {| TA| + [ 1/t2| } ddtdu is uniformly bounded for zER(t, a, fi) so that /o/0" [f/r -l/r2}ddidu is uniformly bounded on R(t, a, fi). Hence z£7?(/, a, /8) implies IimB..w 7" =0 and therefore limn-,, hniz, t) = 0. Moreover, if zET(t, (3) the interchange of integration and summation used in the above is valid since the series involved converges uniformly.
Therefore, zEP-it, «) implies lim"<co <r"(z, /) = l/(^ -z)-This completes the proof.
The sets S(t, a) and Tit, f3) are the same as regions which were studied by Cowling and King [2 ] in connection with the Lototsky and Taylor summability of series of Legendre polynomials. An analysis identical to that used in [2] gives the following result Theorem 5. Let \p be real for p = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ and let ^=i^= *>• Let 0<a<l and 0</3. For each u = 0, let 77(t(m), a) be the open halfplane containing the origin whose boundary is the line through the point ar(u) which is perpendicular to the line from the origin through t(u).
Let B(t) be the image of C\{H(r(u), a): u = 0} under the mapping t = l/2(w+l/w).
Let Dit) denote the bounded region whose boundary is the ellipse with foci +1 which passes through the point
Then {s"iz, t)} is A(K)-summable to l/(t -z) whenever z lies in any compact subset of B(t)DDit).
Now let/ be analytic on the interval [ -1, 1 ] and let {t"iz)} be the sequence of partial sums of the series of Legendre polynomials which represents /(z) in the ellipse with foci +1 which passes through no singular point off. The region in which {tniz)} is A (X) -summable to fiz) may be determined in terms of Bit)DD(t) and the distribution of the singular points of/ by an analysis identical to that used in [2] . This analysis gives the result Theorem 6. Let \p be real for p = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ and let zZp= i^i>= °°-Let 0<a<l and 0</3. Let Bit) and Dit) be as in Theorem 5 and let Vit)=B(t)DDit). The sequence {/»(z)} is A(K)-summable to fiz) whenever z lies in any compact subset of f) { Vit): tE U} where U is the set of all singular points of f.
It is shown in [2] that the region f]{Vit): tEU} contains the ellipse of convergence of {/n(z)}. Theorem 6 may also be obtained from Theorem 5 by making use of a general result of Jakimovski's [4] . 
IJ exp(Xj,(z)(z -1)) = zZ a,nkix)zk. It is clear that 5"(e°)(x) = l. Let P"iz)= II"=i exp(Xp(x)(z-l)). It follows from (7) that oo Pn' iz) = IZ kttntix)*-1.
k=0
But also (9) Pn' iz) = Pniz) fi X,(«). Proof. The (C, 1) method is regular and preserves uniform convergence.
In the special case Xp(x)=x, p = l, 2, • ■ ■ , the operators Bn reduce to " w*x* / k\ Bn(f)(x)=e-™ 23-/(-)• k-o kl \n/ For this choice of \P(x), Theorem 5 gives a result due to Szasz [8] and, evidently, to Mirakyan [5, p. 53 ].
